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g,

m,

I,

In,

S_

o,
b,

C,

b2

v,

q,

L,

D,

Do,

C,

R,

AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS

Length .....
Time ........
Force ........

Power .......

Speed _

Symbol

1
t
F

P

V

Metric

Unit

meter ...............
second .................

weight of 1 kilogram .....

Abbrevia-
tion

m
S

kg

m _

I horsepower (metric) ..... ........
_fkilometers per hour ...... [ k.p.h.

tmeters per second ....... l m.p.s.

English

Unit

foot (or mile) .....
second (or hour) ......
weight of i pound_ _

Abbrevia-
tion

ft. (or mi.)
sec. (or hr.)
lb.

horsepower ......... _ hp.

miles per hour_ : ...... _ m.p.h.fee t per second ....... f.p.s.

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS

Weight=rag
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665

m/s _ or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2

Mass._ W
g

Moment of inertia-----ink 2. (Indicate axis of
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.)

Coefficient of viscosity

v, Kinematic viscosity
p, Density (mass per unit volume)
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m'4-s _ at

15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft. -4 sec. 2
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m 3 or

0.07651 lb./cu, ft.

3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS

Area

Area of wing

Gap

Span
Chord

Aspect ratio

True air speed
1

Dynamic pressure----_pV 2

Lift, absolute coefficient C_=o_

absolute coefficient CD=_Drag,

Profile drag, absolute coefficient C_0=a_

Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD_---_,_

drag_bs_u_ _ffieient CD_=q_
Parasite

Cross-wind for__ coefficient Cc =_

Resultant force

g_,

Q,

V/

#

C_

a_

a0,

[Xa_

Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust
line)

Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust

line)
Resultant moment

Resultant angular velocity

Reynolds Number, where 1 is a linear dimension
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100
m.p.h, normal pressure at 15° C., the , _r-

responding number is 234,000; or for a mod_

of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding _"

number is 274,000) i

Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance

of c.p. from leading edge to chord length)
Angle of attack

Angle of downwash

Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio
Angle of attack, induced

Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-

lift position)

Flight-path angle

J
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AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY VARIATIONS OF THE

REYNOLDS NUMBER

By EASTMANN. JACOBSand ALBERT SHERMAN

SUMMARY

An investigation of a systematically chosen representa-

tive group of related airfoils was made in the N. A. C. A.

variable-density wind tunnel over a wide range of the

Reynolds Number extending well into the flight range.

The tests were made to provide information from which the

variations of airfoil section characteristics with changes in

the Reynolds Number could be inferred and methods of

aUowing for these variations in practice could be deter-

mined. This work is one phase of an extensive and general

airfoil investigation being conducted in the variable-density

tunnel and extends the previously published researches

concerning airfoil characteristics as affected by variations

in airfoil profile determined at a single value of the

Reynolds Number.

The object oJ this report is to provide means for making

available as section characteristics at any free-air value

of the Reynolds Number the varlable-deusity tunnel aidoil

data previously published. Accordingly, the various cor-

rections involved in deriving more accurate airfoil section

characteristics than those heretofore employed are first

considered at length and the corrections for turbulence are

explained. An appendix is included that corers the

results of an investigation of certain consistent errors

present in test results from the variable-density tunnel.

The origin and nature of scale effects are discussed and

the airfoil scale-effect data are analyzed. Finally, meth-

ods are given of allowing for scale effects on ai_oil section

characteristics in practice within ordinary limits of accu-

racy .for the application of variable-density-tunnel airfoil

data to flight problems.

INTRODUCTION

When data from a model test are applied to a flight

problem, the condition that should be satisfied is that

the flows h)r the two cases be similar. The Reynolds

Number, which indicates the ratio of the mass forces to

the viscous forces in aerodynamic applications, is ordi-

narily used as the criterion of similarity. The practical

necessity for h_ving the flow about the model aerody-

namically similar to the flow about the full-scale object

in flight becomes apparent from the fact that aero-

dynamic coefficients, as a rule, vary with changes in the

Reynolds Number. This phenomenon is referred to as

"scale effect."

Early investigations of scale effect were made in

small atmospheric tunnels at comparatively low values

of the Reynolds Number and, for airfoils, covered a

range of the Reynolds Number too limited and too

remote from the full-scale range to permit reliable

extrapolations to fligl{t conditions. Attempts were

made to bridge the gap between the two Reynolds

Number ranges by making full-scale flight tests for

comparison with model tests. These investigations of

scale effect, however, proved disal)pointing owing

partly to the difficulty of obtaining good flight tests

and to the difficulty of reproducing flight conditions

in the model tests and partly to the large unexplored

Reynolds Number range between the model and flight

tests with consequent uncertainties regarding the

continuity of the characteristics over this range.

Furthermore, the flight tests could not ordinarily

include a sufficiently large range of the Reynolds

Number to establish the character of the scale effects

for certain of the airfoil characteristics over the full-

scale range of the Reynolds Number, which may extend

from values as low as a few hundred thousand to thirty

million or more.

These limitations of the early investigations were

first overcome by the N. A. C. A. through file use of

the variable-density tunnel, which was designed to

facilitate aerodynamic investigations over the entire

range of Reynolds Numbers between the wind tunnel

and flight values. Several miscellaneous and com-

monly used airfoils were investigated for scale effect

in the variable-density tunnel during the first years of

its operation. The results indicated that important

scale effects for some airfoils may be expected above

the usual wind-tunnel range and even within the flight

range of values of the Reynolds Number. Later,

when the N. A. C. A. full-scale tunnel was constructed,

airfoil tests therein served to confirm the importance

of scale effects occurring in the full-scale range and also

provided valuable data for the interpretation of the

variable-density-tunnel results, particularly in con-

nection with the effects of the turbulence present in the

1
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variable-densitytunnel. Tile interpretationof the
w_riable-density-tunnelresultshasconsequentlybeen
modifiedto allowfor tile turbulenceon tilebasisof an

"ett'ective Reynolds Number" higher than the test

Reynolds Number.

In the meantime, the investigations of airfoils in

the variable-density tumml had been turned to an

exteJlsive study of airfoil characteristics as affected

by airfoil shape. This phase, which resulted in the

development of the well-known N. A. C. A. airfoils,

involved the testing of a large number of related

airfoils, t)ut these tests were largely confined to one

value of the Reynolds Number within the full-scale

range. Such a procedure expedited the investigation

and provided comparable data for the various airfoils

within the full-scale range of the Reynolds Number

but, of course, gave no infonnation about scale effects.

As previously stated, the full-scale-tunnel results had

i)rovided information regarding the application of the

variable-density-tunnel data to flight. Methods were

accordingly developed for correcting the data and for

presenting them in forms that would facilitate their

use as applied to tlight problems. Flight problems,

however, require airfoil data at various values of the

Reynolds Number between values as low as a few

hundred thousand in some cases to thirty million or

more in others. Obviously the results available from

the tests of related airfoils at one value of the Reynolds

Number (effective Reynolds Number=8,000,000) are

inadequate for the purpose unless they can be corrected

to other values of the Reynohts Number. The present

investigation was therefore undertaken to study the

scale effects for the related airfoil sections primarily

with a view to the formulation of general methods for

determining scale-effect corrections for any normal

airfoil section so that the standard test results from

the variable-density tunnel could be applied to flight

at any Reynolds Number. For most practical uses it

is consi(lercd desirable and sufficient to present airfoil

test results in the form of tabular values giving certain

important aero(lynamic characteristics for each airJoil

section. The primary object of this investigation,

therefore, is to give information about the variation of

these important airfoil section characteristics with

Reynolds NNmber.

In regard to the scope of the experimental investiga-

tion, the Reynolds Number range was chosen as the

largest possible in the variable-density tunnel and the

airfoil sections were chosen to cover as far as possible

the range of shapes commonly employed. Accord-

ingly, groups of related airfoils (fig. 1) were tested to

investigate the following variables related to the

airfoil-section shape:

Thickness.

Camber.

Thickness and camber.

Thiclcness shape.

Camber shape.

Sections with high-lift devices.

The testing program was begun in EV[ay 1934 and

extended several times as it became apparent that

additional tests would be desirable. The final tests

in the variable-density tunnel were made in September

1935.

TESTS AND MODELS

Descriptions of the variable-density wind tunnel

and of the methods of testing are given in reference 1.

The tests herein reported were made for the most

part for each airfoil at tank pressures of 1]4, 1/2, 1, 2,

4, 8, 15, and 20 atmospheres, covering a range of test

Reynolds Numbers from 40,000 to 3,100,000. The

1/4- and 1/2-atmosphere runs were omitted for many

of the airh)ils and, in several cases, only the lift-curve

peaks were obtained at the lower Reynolds Nurrbers.

Runs at reduced speeds (1/5 and 1/2 the standard value

of the dynamic pressure q) at 20 atmospheres were

sometimes substituted for the tests at 8 and 15 atmos-

pheres. Several check tests at 8 and 15 atmospheres

and results from some earlier investigations have shown

that the specific manner of varying the Reynolds

Number with respect to speed or density is unimportant

when the effects of compressibility are negligible. For

all the airfoils, the air in the tunnel was decompressed

and the airfoil repolished before running the higher

Reynolds Number tests. Tares obtained at corre-

sponding Reynolds Numbers were used in working up

the results.

The airfoil models are of metal, usually of duralumin

and of standard 5- by 30-inch plan form; the sections

employed (see fig. 1), except for the slotted Clark Y,

are members of N. A. C. A. airfoil families (references

2 and 3). The slotted Clark Y model is of 36-inch span

and 6-inch chord (with the slot closed) and was made

to the ordinates given in reference 4. For this airfoil,

the coefficients are given as based on the chord and area

corresponding to the slot-closed condition. The slat

was made of stainless steel and fastened to the main

wing in the position reported (reference 4) to result in

the highest value of maximum lift coefficient. This

model was tested at a much earlier date than the others,

and the test data are somewhat less accurate. The

main wing of the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with external-

airfoil flap is of 30-inch span and 4.167-inch chord.

The flap is of stainless steel and is also of N. A. C. A.

23012 section having a chord of 20 percent that of the

main airfoil. It was fastened to the main wing in the

optimum binge position reported in reference 5. Data

for this airfoil combination are given herein for two

angular flap settings: --3 ° , which corresponds to the

minimum-drag condition; and 30 ° , which corresponds

to the maximum-lift condition. The coefficients are

given as based on the sums of the main wing and flap

chords and areas,
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ACCURACY

The accuracy of thc experimental data of this investi-

gation at the highest Reynolds Number is comparable

with that of the standard airfoil test data as discussed

in reference 2. The systematic errors of measurement

therein mentioned, however, have since been investi-

gated and the results are presented in the appendix to

this report. The systematic errors of velocity measure-

ment have hence been eliminated, the errors associated

_itb support deflection have been largely removed, and

the errors associated with model roughness have been

minimized by giving careful attention to the model

su rfac es.

The remaining systematic errors are mainly those

associated with the interpretation of the wind-tunnel

results rather than the direct errors of measurement.

These errors are associated, first, with the calculation

of airfoil section characteristics from the tests of finite-

aspect-ratio airfoils and, second, with the correction

of the test results to zero turbulence or free-air condi-

tions. Such errors will be nmre fully treated in the

disctlssion where the methods of correction, including

the interpretation of the results as involving tile effec-

tive Reynolds Number, are considered.

The magnitude of the direct experimental errors,

particularly of the accidental errors, increases as the

Reynolds Number is reduced. Any variation of the

support interference with the Reynolds Number was

not taken into account in spite of the fact that the test

results tend to indicate that the uncorrected part (see

appendix) of the support interference may cease to be

negligible at low test Reynolds Numbers. These errors

may be judged by a study of the dissymmetry of the

test results for positive and negative angles of attack

for tim symmetrical airfoils and bY the scattering of the

points representing the experimental data. (See figs.

2 to 24.) Such a study indicates that the results from

tests at tank pressures at and above 4 atmospheres

(effective Reynolds Numbers above 1,700,000) are of

the same order of accuracy as those from the highest

Reynolds Number tests. The drag and pitching-

moment results for effective Reynolds Numbers below'

800,000, however, become relatively hlaccurate owing

to limitations imposed by the sensitivity of the meascr-

ing equipment. In fact, it appears that the accuracy

becomes insufficient to define with certainty the shares

of curves representing variations of these quantities

with angle of attack or lift coefficient. Hence airfoil

characteristics dependent on the shape of such curves,

e. g., the optimum lift coefficient and the aerodynamic-

center position, are considered, unreliable and in most

eases are not presented below an effective Reynolds

Number of 800,000.
RESULTS

Figures 2 to 24 present the test results corrected after

the methods given in reference 1 for approximating

infinite-aspect-ratio characteristics. Curves are given

(for each airfoil for different test Reynolds Numbers) of

lift coefficient CL against effective angle of attack ao,

and of profile-drag coefficient Coo and of pitching-

moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center

C_ .... against lift coefficient C,_. The x and y coordi-

nates of the aerodynamic center from the airfoil quarter-

chord point are also given where the data permit.

Although not precisely section characteristics, character-

istics so corrected have been used heretofore as section

characteristics because of the lack of anything more

exact.

Further corrections, however, to allow for the effects

of wind-tunnel turbulence, airfoil-tip shape, and some

of the limitations of the previous corrections based on

airfoil theory were developed during the course of this

investigation and, when applied, give results repre-

senting the most reliable section data now available

from the variable-density wind tunnel. These addi-

tional corrections and their derivation are fully dis-

cussed later in this report. The more exact section

characteristics have been distinguished by lower-case

symbols, e. g., section lift coefficient c_, section profile-

drag coefficient c_0, section optimum lift coefficient

ctop_, and section pitching-moment coefficient about the

aerodynamic center c_ .... These values are then con-

sidered applicable to flight at the effective Reynol(ts

Number, R_.

Table I presents, for w_rious Reynolds Numbers, the

princil)al aerodynamic characteristics, in the form of

these fully corrected section characteristics, of the air-

foils tested. Cross plots of certain of these section

characteristics against Reynolds Number are also given

for use with the discussion. (See fig. 28 and figs. 32

to 43.)
DISCUSSION

Scale effects, or the variations of aerodynamic coef-

ficients with Reynolds Number, have previously been

considered of primary importance only in relation to

the interpretation of low-scale test results from atmos-

pheric wind tunnels. It now appears front variable-

density and full-scale-tunnel data that important

variations of the coefficients must be recognized within

the flight range of values of the Reynolds Number,

particularly in view of the fact that the flight range is

continually being increased.
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FIGUgE 4. N.A. ('. A. 0015.
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most efficient for a larger airplane landing at a Reynolds

Number of 8,000,000. An analysis such as that of

the foregoing example or further analyses such as those

As an example of scale effects within the flight range,

figure 25 has been prepared to show how the choice of

an airfoil section for maximum aerodynamic efficiency

may depend on the flight Reynolds Number at which

the airfoil is to be employed. The efficiency is judged

by the speed-range index c_,,JCdo. Values of c_,= were

determined for the airfoil sections (N. A. C. A. 230

series) with a deflected 20 percent chord split flap

and at a Reynolds Number as indicated on each curve

corresponding to the landing condition. The cor-

responding values of c,0 were taken as the actual profile-

drag coefficients associated with a high-speed lift

coefficient suitable to an actual speed range of 3.5,

but corrected by the methods of this report to the high-

speed Reynolds Number (indicated landing Reynolds

Number R times 3.5). Four curves were thus derived

indicating the variation of speed-range index with

section thickness for four values of the landing Reynolds

Number: 1, 2, 4, and 8 million, the extremes correspond-

ing to a small airplane and to a conventional transport

airplane. The tfighest value shown, 414, of the speed-

range index may appear surprisingly high, but it should

be remembered that the corrections to section character-

istics and for Reynolds Number, as well as the use of

flaps, are all favorable to high values. The important

point brought out by figure 25 is that the section thick-

ness corresponding to the maximum aerodynamic

efficiency is dependent on the Reynolds Number.

The most efficient airfoil for a landing Reynolds

Number of 1,000,000, for example, is definitely not the
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discussed in reference 8 concerning the determination

of the characteristics of wings evidently require a

knowledge of the variation of airfoil section character-
istics with profile shape over the practical range of

flight Reynohts Numbers.

I)ETERM|NAT|ON OF SECTION CHARACTERISTICS APPI.ICABLE TO

FLIGHT

The present analysis is intended primarily to supply

a means of arriving at airfoil section characteristics that

are applicable to flight at Reynolds Numbers within

the practical flight range. This object is best ac-

cmnplished by applying corrections to the standard
airfoil test results from the variable-density tunnel.

The standard airfoil characteristics at large Reynolds

Numbers are customarily defined in terms of a few

parameters or important airfoil section characteristics

that may be tabulated for each airfoil section. These

important characteristics are:

c_,,_, the section nmxinmm lift coefficient.

ao, tim section lift-curve slope.

_0, the angle of zero lift.

%),,,,., the nfinimum protile-drag coefficient.

' the optimum lift coefficient, or section lift co-( lopt,

efficient corresponding to cao=_.

c,,,.,, the pitching-nmment coefficient about the sec-

tion aerodynamic center.

a. c., the aerodynanfic center, or point with respect to
the airfoil section about which the pitching-
moment coeffictcnt tends to remain constant

over the range of lift coefficients between zero
lift and maximum lift.

Essentially, the general analysis therefore reduces to an

analysis of the variation of each of these important
section characteristics with Reynolds Number. Before

this analysis is begun, however, it will be necessary to
consider how values of these section characteristics

applicable to flight are deduced from the wind-tunnel

tests of fnite-aspect-ratio airfoils in the comparatively
turbulent air stream of the tunnel. The variation of the

important section characteristics with Reynolds Number
will then be considered. Finally, consideration will be

given to methods of arriving at complete airfoil charac-
teristics after the important section characteristics have

been predicted for flight at the desired value of the

Reynolds Number.
Correctionto infiniteaspectratio,--Thederivation

of the sectioncharacteristicsfrom the testresultsun-
correctedfor turbulencewillbe discussedfirst;the
turbulenceeffectswillbe consideredlater.The reduc-

tionto sr "on characteristicsisactuallymade in three
suc-c....v, _pproximations.First,themeasuredcharac-
teristicsforthe rectangularairfoilofaspectratio6 are
correctedfor the usual downflow and induced drag,

usingappropriatefactorsthatallowat the same time

for tunnel-wall interference. These induction factors

are based on the usual wing theory as applied to rec-

tangular airfoils. The methods of calculation are

presented in reference 1. (Second-order influences have

also been investigated; that is, refinement of the tunnel-
wall correction to take into account such factors as the

load grading and the influence of the tunnel interference

on the load grading. (See reference 6.) For the con-
ditions of the standard tunnel test such refinements were

found to be unnecessary.) The results thus yield the

first approximation characteristics, e. g., the profile-drag

coefficient C.0 that has been considered a section

characteristic in previous reports (reference 2).

These first-approximation section characteristics are

unsatisfactory, first, because the airfoil theory does not

represent with sufficient accuracy the flow about the

tip portions of rectangular airfoils and, second, because
the measured coefficients represent average values for

all the sections along the span whereas each section

actually operates at a section lift coefficient that may

(lifter markedly from the wing lift coefficient. The

second approximation attempts to correct for the

shortconfings of the wing theory as applied to rec-

tangular airfoils.

It is well known that pressure-distribution measure-

ments on wings having rectangular tips show humps in
tim load-distribution curve near the wing tips. These

distortions of the load-distribution curve ave not rep-

resented by tim usual wing theory. The failure of the

theory is undoubtedly associated with the assumption of

plane or two-dimensional flow over the airfoil sections
whereas the actual flow near the tips is definitely three-

dimensional, there being a marked inflow from the tips

on the upper sorface and outflow toward the tips on the
lower surface. This influence not only affects the
induction factors and hence the over-all characteristics

of the rectangular wing but also produces local dis-

turbances near the tips that may be expected to affect

the average values of the section profile-drag coefficients.
Theoretical load distributions for wings with well-

rounded (elliptical) tips agree much more closely with

experiment than do the distributions for rectangular-

tip wings. Local disturbances near the tips should also

be much less pronounced. Test results for rounded-tip

wings were therefore employed to evaluate the rectangu-

lar-tip effects and hence to arrive at the second approx-

imations. Four wings, having N. A. C. A. 0009, 0012,

0018, and 4412 sections, were employed for the purpose.
The normal-wing airfoil sections were employed

throughout the rounded-tip portion of the wing but the

plan area was reduced elliptically toward each tip

beginning at a distance of one chord length from the

tip. Section characteristics were derived from tests

of these wings in the usual way but using theoretical

induction factors appropriate to the modified plan
form. These section characteristics when compared
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with the first approximation ones from tests of wings

with rectangular tips served to determine the second

approximations. These values indicated by double

primes were given from this analysis in terms of the

first approximation values indicated by single primes

as follows:

CLma_"-- 1.03CL,,,,/

ao": 0.96ao'

ao"= ao'+ 0.39C,/(degrees)

CDo" Cvo'-_O.OO16CL'2-3(t-6)O.OOO2(t _6)

where t is the maximum section thickness in percent

chord, in some recent reports on airfoil characteris-

tics (references 3, 5, and 7) these values have been

presented as section characteristics except that a small

correction has in some cases been applied to the aero-

dynamic-center positions. This correction is no longer

considered justifiable.

These corrections are, of course, entirely empirical.

They must be considered as only approximately correct

and as being independent of the Reynolds Number.

The corrections themselves, however, are small so that

they need not be accurately known. All things con-

sidered, it is believed that through their use the reliabil-

ity of the section data is definitely improved, at least

within the lower part of the range of lift coefficients.

For lift coefficients much greater than 1, however, the

profile-drag coefficients from the rounded tip and rec-

tangular airfoil tests show discrepancies that increase

progressively with lift coefficient and, of course, become

very large near the maximum lift coefficient owing to

the different maximum-lift values. This difference

brings up the necessity for the third approximation.

The second approximation values may, however, be

considered sufficiently accurate to determine the section

profile-drag coefficient c_o over the lower lift range and

also the following important section parameters that

are determined largely from the characteristics in the

low lift range:

Oil0

a0

C lopt

Cdo rot.

Cma.c"

a.c.

In this range of the lift coefficient the deviations from

the mean of the ct values along the span have been

adequately taken into account. The mean values of ct

and cd0 represent true values as long as the deviations

along the span are within a limited range over which

the quantities may be considered to vary lineally. Near

the maximum lift, however, the deviations become

larger and the rates of deviation increase so that the

profile drag of the rounded-tip airfoil, for example, is

predominantly influenced by the high c_0 values of the

central sections which, according to the theory, are

operating at c_ values as much as 9 percent higher than

the mean value indicated by the wing lift coefficient CL.

Moreover, the actual lift coefficient corresponding to

the section stall (in this case the center section) might

thus, in accordance with tim theory, be taken as 9 per-

cent higher than the measured wing lift coefficient

corresponding to the stall.

Several considerations, however, indicate that this

9 percent increase indicated by the simple theory is too

large. The simple theory assumes a uniform section

lift-curve slope in arriving at the span loading and

hence the distribution of the section lift coefficients

along the span. Actually on approaching the maximum

lift the more heavily loaded sections do not gain lift as

fast as the more lightly loaded ones owing to the bend-

ing over of the section lift curves near the stall. This

effect has also been investigated approximately. The

results showed that for commonly used airfoil sections

the center lift drops from 9 percent to 5 or 6 percent

higher than the mean at the stall of rectangular airfoils

with rounded tips. For some unusual sections that

have very gradually rounding lift-curve peaks and with

little loss of lift beyond the stall, this correction may

practically disappear either because the lift virtually

equalizes along the span before the stall or because the

maximum lift is not reached until most of the sections

are actually stalled. Omitting from consideration these

sections to which no correction will be applied, the

question as to whether or not such a correction should

be applied t9 usual sections was decided by considering

how it would affect predictions based on the c_
values.

Maximum-lift measurements had been made for a

number of tapered airfoils of various taper ratios and

aspect ratios. The same airfoil section data presented

in this report were applied (taking into account the re-

duced Reynolds Number of the sections near the tips

of highly tapered wings) by the method indicated in

reference 8 to predict the maximum lift coefficients of

the tapered wings. These predictions appeared some-

what better when the section data were obtained on

the assumption that the center-section lift coefficient

at the stall of the rectangular airfoil with rounded tips

is 4 percent higher than the wing lift coefficient. Hence

the third approximation as regards the section maximum

lift coefficients was obtained by increasing the maximum

lift coefficients by 4 percent, although the value of the

correction could not be definitely established because

it appeared to be of the same order as possible errors

in maximum lift measurements and predictions for

tapered airfoils. The correction has been applied,

however, except in the unusual cases previously men-

tioned where it obviously was not applicable, by in-

creasing the maximum lift coefficients for the sections
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by 4 percent. With the rounded-tip correction this

increase makes the total maximum lift coefficient for

the section 7 percent higher than the measured maximtmt

lift coefficient for the rectangular airfoil of aspect ratio 6.

The correction of the important airfoil section para-

meters has thus been completed, but the curve of pro-

file-drag coefficient against lift coefficient should now

be modified at high lift coefficients owing to the change

in c_ and the variation of cd0 along the span. Com-

pletely corrected ca0 curves are not presented for the

various airfoils in this report. The change resulting

from the variation of c_0 along the span has been ap-

influenced by the variation of c_0 along the span. A

reference to figure 26 will show the relation of these

successive approximations to the original measurements

and to the final results.

Turbulence.---The correction for turbulence is made

as in reference 9 by use of the concept of an efl'ective

Reynolds Number. Marked scale effects that have been

experimentally observed are usually associated with a

transition from laminar to turbulent tlow in the boundary

layer. As examples, consider the more or less sudden

increase in the drag coefficient for skin-friction plates

and airship models and the drop of the drag coefficient

.03
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.01

0

__ _ *--_ _ A/r'fo/l. N.A.C.A 4412

-o-, o , e /z _ zb 2'4 2'e _z -.
Ang/e of oitoch for /Dr/nileospecl rof/o,c_o (degrees)

_'IGURE 26.--Airfoi| section characteristics.

6-.4 "-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2

5echon I/f/ coeff_c/ent

Comparison of the variou_ approximations.

/.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

plied only in a general way in the construction of a

generalized c_o curve. From this curve, values of

c_o at any c_ may be derived in terms of the presented

airfoil section parameters. This "generalized section

polar" (see fig. 45) was derived from tests of rounded-

tip N. A. C. A. 0012 and 4412 airfoils, taking into

account the variation of c_o along the span. For con-

ventional airfoils of medium thickness, ca0 values from

this generalized section polar should be more nearly

true section characteristics titan the C_ 0 values obtained

directly from the test data. This conclusion is particu-

larly important for lift coefficients above 1 where the

see(rod approximation correction becomes definitely

unreliable and near c_,_ where the Cz,0 values are

_184380 0---89-----4

for spheres and cylin, ders with increasing Reynolds

Numbers in the critical range. The latter scale effects

are associated with the greater resistance to separation

of the turbulent layer. The increase of maximum lift

coefficient with Reynolds Number shown by most com-

monly used airfoils is a similar phenomenon. The drag

scale effect for most airfoils, moreover, is at least com-

parable with the corresponding scale effect for the skin-

friction plate.

This transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the

boundary layer, as in Reynolds' classic experiments, is

primarily a function of the Reynolds Number but, as he

showed, the transition is hastened by the presence of

unsteadiness or turbulence in the general air stream.
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Likewise,the transition in the boundarylayer is
hastenedby theturbulencein theair streamof awind
tunnelsothat transitionoccursat a givenpointon the
modelat a lowerReynoldsNumberin thetunnelthan
it would in free air. Likewisethe associatedscale
effectsthat appearin the tunnel tend to correspond
with thosethat would appearin flight at a higher
ReynoldsNumber. ThisReynoldsNumbermaythere-
forebereferredto asthe"effectiveReynoldsNumber"
and is, of course, higher than the actual Reynohts
Number of the test.

It appears that the effective Reynolds Number for

practical purposes may be obtained by multiplying the

in passing from the test to the effective Reynolds

Number, moreover, is approximately allowed for by

deducting a small correction increment from the

measured airfoil profile-drag coefficients.

This correction increment was originally employed

for tests at high values of the Reynolds Number when

the boundary layer on an airfoil is largely turbulent.

The correction was therefore .estimated as the amount

by which the drag coefficient representing tt_e turbulent

skin friction on a flat plate would decrease in passing

from the test Reynolds Number to the effective

Reynolds Number. The values of the increment thus

deduced from Prandtl's analysis of the turbulent
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test Reynolds Number by a factor referred to as the

"turbulence factor." This factor was determined

(reference 9) for the variable-density tunnel by a com-

parison of airfoil tests with tests in the N. A. C. A.

full-scale tunnel and hence indirectly with flight. The

value 2.64, which was thus obtained after a considera-

tion of sphere tests in the full-scale tunnel and in flight,

agrees with a subsequent determination (reference 10)

by sphere tests in the variable-density tunnel that were

compared directly with corresponding tests in flight.

An effective Reynolds Number is thus determined at

which the tunnel results should, in general, be applied to

flight. Flight conditions as regards the effects of the

transition may then be considered as being approxi-

mately reproduced, but it should be remembered that

the flow at the lower Reynolds Number cannot exactly

reproduce the corresponding flow in flight. Both the

laminar and turbulent boundary layers are relatively

thicker than those truly corresponding to flight and

both boundary layers have higher skin-friction coeffi-

cients at the lower Reynolds Number. Nevertheless

the most important source of scale effects is taken

into account, at least approximately, when the tunnel

results are applied to flight at the effective t_,eynolds

Number. The change in skin-friction drag coefficients

friction layer, which is substantially in agreement with

yon K_irm_in's original derivation, are as follows:

Test Reynolds Effective Rey- " ---[

• Number holds Number Aca /

J
300.000 I 792,000 I o.oo2o|
._00,0_ [ L3_o,ooo I .(w)n /

,,000,000 2,_0,_) I .oo,4 I
2, 000, 000 I 5, 280, 000 [ .0012 [

3, 000, 000 [ 7, 920, (_tJ0 I .00|1 /

The objection might be raised that the increments

/_c_ are based entirely on a turbulent skin-friction layer

whereas the boundary layers on airfoils are actually

laminar over a considerable part of the forward portion,

particularly for the lower values of the Reynolds

Number. The Aca correction was nevertheless em-

ployed over the complete range of Reynolds Numbers

for several reasons: primarily for simplicity and con-

sistency, because in the practical flight range thc

turbulent layer predominates; and secondarily because

on most airfoils the boundary layer must be turbulent

over a considerable part of the surface at any Reynolds

Number sufficiently high to avoid separation. Refer-

ence to the corrected minimum-drag results for tim

N. A. C. A. 0012 section shown in figure 27 may
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clarify these statements. Included in the figure are

curves representing the variations with Reynohls

Number of fiat-plate drag coefficients for laminar and

turbulent boundary layers and the Prandtl-Gebers

transition curve, which represents a computed variation

substantially in agreement with Gebers' measurements

of the actual variation in drag coefficient for a fiat plate

towed in water at various Reynolds Numbers. The

computed curve is the result of a calculation of the

average drag eoeffie_nt for the plate when the forward

part of the boundary layer is laminar and the after

part turbulent and the transition is assumed to take

place at a fixed vahie of the surface-distance Reynolds

Number R:. It is apparent that the airfoil curve tends

to parallel the actual flat-l>late curve throughout the

flight range of wdues of the Reynolds Number.

In references 11 and 12 corresponding curves were

presented for a very thin airfoil section. These results

were uncorrected for the turbulence in the tunnel and

hence, although they appear to parallel a transition

curve like the present corrected results, the transition

curve does not correspond to zero turbulence, or flight,

but is displaced to the left. The correction increment

could have been based on the difference between these

two transition curves for flat plates, the one calculated

for the tunnel and the other calculated for flight con-

ditions. Such a correction increment wouht have

t;een slightly different from the one actually employed,

particularly in tim range of the Reynokls Number

heh/w the flight range, owing to larger drag reductions

in the laminar part of the boundary layer in passing

to tile higher Reynolds Number. Both the test

results for the N. A. C. A. 0012 (fig. 27) and theoretical

calculations for the salne airfoil by the method of

reference 13 indicate, however, that separation must

occur as the Reynolds Number is reduced even in tim

case of this excellently streamlined form at zero lift.

The separation is indicated by the abnormal increase

of the drag coefficient shown by the experimental

results below a Reynolds Number of 800,000. This

separation may at first be a local phenomenon, the

flow subsequently changing to turbulent and closing

in again downstream from the separation point. In

any case it is apparent that the flow will either be to

a considerable extent turbulent or will separate so

that a correction increment based mainly on a laminar

layer would have little significance.

The applied correction increment based on the

turbulent layer is thus justifiable as being coh_erva-

tire over the flight range of the Reynolds Number

and the influences not considered in its derivation

will henceforth be considered as sources of error in

the experimental results. Admittedly it would be of

interest to give further consideration to the results in

the range of Reynohls Number below the usual flight

range where the influences of extensive laminar bound-

ary layers an<l separation are of primary importance,

but the relatively poor experimental accuracy of the

test data for these low Reynolds Numbers and the

lack of practical applications tend to discourage an

extensive analysis of the low-scale data.

The accuracy of the final results as applied to flight

is best judged from a comparison of the results with

those from the N. A. C. A. full-scale tunnel. Such

comparisons have been made in references 9 and 10.

The agreement for both the maximum lift and minimum

drag for the Clark Y is easily within the accuracy of the

experiments. For the other airfoil for which a compari-

son is possible, the N. A. C. A. 23012, the results show

similar satisfactory agreement for maximum lift, within

4 percent, and for the drag coefficient at zero lift,

within 5 percent. The polar curve of the profile-drag

coefficients from the full-scale tunnel, however, tended

to show a marked drop for a small range of lift coeffi-

cients near that for minimum profile drag. Although

the same phenomenon was apparent from the variable-

density-tulanel tests, it was less marked. The fact that

the minimum drag shown by the full-scale-tunnel test

was 17 percent lower than shown by the variable-

density-tunnel test thus appears less significant than it

otherwise would. Furthermore, it might be expected

that this localized dip in the profile-drag curve would

tend to disappear at the higher Reynolds Numbers

common to flight at low lift eofficients. In spite of the

fact that the above-mentioned difference between the

results is but slightly outside the limit of possible

experimental errors, the difference does tend to show

how much the turbulence corrections applied to the

variable-density-tunnel data may be in error, particu-

larly for a condition like the one considered for which

rather extensive laminar boundary layers may be

present. Comparatively high velocities over the lift-

ing airfoil as contrasted with the fiat plate may also

tend to increase the value of the correction increment

so that all these considerations are in agreement in

indicating that the correction increment_ applied may be

considerably too conservative in some instances, par-

ticularly for the lower range of flight Reynolds Num-

bers. _ The greatest uncertainty, however, in regard to

the application of the drag data to flight is due to the

possibility that under certain favorable conditions in

flight, corresponding to very smooth surfaces and to

practically zero turbulence, the transition may be

Since the writing of this report, the results of comparalive experimenls made in

the less turbulent British C. A. T. on the N. A. C. A. 0012 airfoil have come to the

attention of the authors. For the model with the most carefully finished surface,

the results do show lower drags over the lower range of flight Reynolds Numbers

than the data in this report.

Still more rocantly the results of tests from England and Germany at moderately

largo Reynolds Numbers have added further support to the eonclusiort that the

correction increments applie_l herein are too small. Furthermore, as indicaled

by the foregoing discussion, the increments shouht probably increase with _he Mrfoi/

thickne_ or drag. For example, better agreement is obtained if, instead of the

increment 0.00ll subtracted from the usual large-scale profile-drag results, a cor-

rection as a factor applied to the measured profile drag is employed. This factor

is 0.85, as similarly determined from the flat plate with completely turbulent bound-

ary layer. Final conclusions, however, must await further information on the tran-

sition as it actually occurs in flight.
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abnormally delayed. For example, Dryden (reference

14) found very large values of R_ corresponding to

transition on a fiat plate. The conditions arc relni-

niscent of those of supersaturation in solutions. Fol-

lowing tills analogy, it inay be impossible to set an

upper limit of R above which transition must occur.

Unusually low drags would, of course, be associated

with the presence of this type of abnormally extensive

laminar boundary layer; but, while this possibility

should be recognized, it is probable that in most prac-

tical application_ conditions such as slight surface

irregularities, vibration, or self-induced flow fluctuations

will operate against it. The present results may there-

fore be used in flight calculations as conservative for

wings that are not aerodynamically rough.

VARIATION OF IMPORTANT SECTION CHARACTERISTICS WITH

REYNOLDS NUMBER

Maximum lift coefficient c_,a=.--The maximum lift

coefficient is one of the most important properties of the

airfoil section. It largely determines not only the max-

imum lift coefficient of wings and hence the stalling

speed of airplanes but also, for example, influences how

and where tapered wings stall and hence the character

of the stall in relation to lateral stability and damping

in roll. The maximum lift coefficient, moreover, in-

dicates the useful lift range of the section and tends to

define the nature of the variation of profile drag with

lift. Finally, the maximum lift coefficient is the im-

portant aerodynamic characteristic that usually shows

the largest scale effects.

It is not surprising to find large variations of c_,,_

with Reynolds Number because c_ is dependent en-

tirely on the boundary-layer behavior, which in turn is

directly a function of viscosity as indicated by the

value of the Reynolds Number. In other words, po-

tential-flow theory alone is totally incapable of any pre-

dictions concerning the value of c_=.

The following discussion traces the mechanism of the

stall with a view to reaching an understanding of liow

the stall, and consequently the maximum lift, is affected

by variations of the Reynolds Number. Basically, the

discussion is concerned mainly with air-flow separation.

The pressure distribution over the upper surface of the

conventional airfoil section at lift coefficients in the

neighborhood of the maximum is characterized by a

low-pressure point at a small distance behind the leading

edge and by increasing pressures fl'om this point in the

direction of flow to the trailing edge. Under these

conditions the reduced-energy air in the boundary layer

may fail to progress against the pressure gradient.

When this air fails to progress along the surface, it

accumulates. The accumulating air thereby produces

separation of the main flow. The separation, of course,
reduces the lift.

Whether or not separation will develop is dependent

on the resistance to separation of the boundary layer.

The turbulent layer displays much more resistance to

separation than the laminar boundary layer. This

dependence of separation on the character of the bound-

ary-layer flow was first observed in sphere-drag tests.

At low Reynolds Nulnbers separation of the boundary

layer develops near the equator of the sphere. When

the boundary layer on the sphere is made turbulent, how-

ever, as it is when the Reynolds Number is sufficiently

increased, tim separation shifts to a position considerably

aft.

The occurrence of separation for airfoils, as affected

by the transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the

boundary layer, is indicated by the scale effects on

c, (fig. 28) for symmetrical sections of varying thick-

ness. For these airfoils at any considerable lift coeffi-

cient the low-pressure point on the upper surface tends

to occur just bebind the nose, on the leading-edge-radius

portion of the airfoil. When the boundary layer is

laminar behind this point, separation may be expected
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to occur very quickly behind or almost at the low-

pressure point owing to the presence of large adverse

pressure gradients. In fact, the von Kfirm_in-Millikan

method of calculating the incipient separation point

for laminar boundary layers (reference 13) has been

applied by Millikan to estimate the position of the

separation point and also its relation to the tran-

sition point as it is assumed to influence the scale effect

on the maximum lift coefficient. The number and char-

acter of the assumptions involved ih such an analysis,

however, are such that the results may be expected to

yield only qualitative predictions. Elaborate calcula-

tions in such cases are of doubtful necessity as indicated

by the fact that qualitative predictions, perhaps more

reliable, had previously been reached without them.

(See references 12, 15, and 16.) Exact methods of

calculation are unquestionably desirable but are defi-

nitely not a matter for the present but for a time when

much more experimental data concerning both separa-

tion and transition shall have been secured.
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For the present discussion it is sufficient to consider

that, if the bounda':y layer remains laminar, separation

will occur very close behind the low-pressure point on

the upper surface. Incidentally, the actual separation

point is expected, in general, to be forward of tile calcu-

lated incipient separation point; that is, nearer the

low-pressure point. It should not, ho_wever, be assumed

that the occurrence of separation ttetines the maxi-

mum lift coefficient. For example, at, very low Rey-

nolds Numbers, separation on tile N. A. C. A. 0012

airfoil occurs even at. zero lift, wllich on this assumption

would define zero as the maxinmm lift. Motion

pictures have been made sht)wing the air flow and

separation for airfoils at low values of the Reynolds

Number. Three photographs from tile smoke tunnel

are included in figures 29, 30, and 31 to indicate the

position and character of the laminar separation for a

cambered airfoil. The first two pictures show well-

developed separation even at zero angle of attack; the

third shows how laminar separation occurs just behind

the nose at higher angles of attack.

]_IGURE 29.--Separation occurring on an airfoil at a low angle of attack.

It is thus apparent that separation of the laminar

boundary layer will always be present at a point ne,lr

the nose at any motlerately high lift coefficient if the

Reynolds Numher is not sufficiently high to make the

flow turbulent at that point. This condition certainly

exists for the results in figure 28 over the lower range

of the Reynolds Number; that is, separation near the

nose nmst have occurred at angles of attack well below

that of cz,_,,_ owing to the very small Reynolds Number

associated with the short distance from the nose to the

lanfinar separation point.. In this range of R the CZm._

values are of the order of 0.8 and change little with

either R or tlle section thickness. (See fig. 28.) This

value of czm_ corresponds approximately to that for a

flat: phi te.

Now consider the character of the flow as the Rey-

nohls Number is increased. The effects are shown very

clearly by a comparison of figure 29 and figure 30.

Figure 30 corresponds to a higher Reynolds N umber and

shows turbulence forming at a "transition tloint '' along

the separated boundary layer behind the laminar sepa-

ration point. Incidentally, it should be remembered

that the transition point is not. really a point but is a

more or less extended and fluctuating region in which

tile laminar layer i_ progressivel)_ changing to the fully

FIGURE 30.--Separation occurring on an airfoil at a low angle of attack (fig. 29) but

at an increased Reynolds Number.

developed turbulent layer. This transition region now

moves forward toward the separation point as the

Reynolds Number is further increased. Tim formation

of turbulence results in a thickening of the boundary

layer between the dead hir and the overrunning flow

until the turbulent mixing extends practically to the

airfoil surface. The separated flow may then be con-

sidered reestablished. This process would leave a bubble

of "dead air" between tile .¢eparatitm point and the

transition region, tile existence of which was predicted

_everal years ago. Suh_cqliently Jones lind Farren

(reference 17) have actually observed this ptlenomenon.

As the Reynohls Number is further increased, the

transition region progresses towartt the leading edge,

al)l>roaching ille region of the laminar separation point.

Consider now, for example, the flow about the N. A.

C. A. 001"2 at a wdue of R in the neighl)orllood of R_,

the critical Reynolds Number, where the maximum lift

FIOURIg 31.--Separation occurring on an airfoil at a high angle of attack.

increases rapidly with R. As shown in figure 28, cz.......

for the N. A. C. A. 0012 begins to increase rapidly _ith

R at approximately R_= 1,000,000. Consider therefore

two flows, one at R_=I,000,000 just at the attitl_de of

c_..... , anti the other at the same attitnde but at a bigher
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effective Reynolds Number, say 1,750,000. For the

former, separation is probably occurring near the low-

pressure point, but the turbulence is forming closely

enough behind the separation point so that the flow

over the upper surface is partly reestablished. An

increase of angle of attack fails to increase the lift,

however, because the turbulence is forming so late that

the local separation and its resulting adverse effect oil

the thickening or separation of the turbulent layer

farther aft prevent a further gain of lift. Now as the

Reynolds Number is increased the transition region

moves to a position nearer the separation point, the

extent of the separated region is reduced and, as shown

by reference to figure 3, CL at the same angle of attack

is increased from 0.85 to 1.05 (for the approximately

corresponding test Reynolds Numbers of 330,000 and

660,000). Furthermore, the angle of attack may now

be increased until CL reaches 1.1 before the flow follow-

ing the upper surface fails. The failure now occurs
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suddenly, causing a break in the lift curve, but again

may be delayed by a further increase of the Reynolds

N umber.

In such cases the scale effect evidently varies with

the shape of the nose of the airfoil. If the leading-edge

radius is reduced by making the airfoil thinner, the

local Reynolds Number for the separation point or the

trantition region, either Ra based on boundary-layer

thickness or R= based on the distance along the surface,

is reduced with respect to R because the local dimen-

sions near the nose are reduced with respect to the air-

foil chord, tligher values of R are therefore required

to reach the critical R_ or R_ values in the neighborhood

of the nose. This result is indicated by the higher

critical Reynolds Number R, for the N. A. C. A. 0009

than for tim N. A. C. A. 0012, as shown in figure 28.

Likewise, the 15 and "18 percent thick airfoils show

progressively lower values of R, than the N. A. C. A.

0012, but the critical range tends to disappear as the

thickness is increased.

The range of R is limited by the wind tunnel so that

in most instances the scale effect above the critical

range could not be determined. It is probable, how-

ever, that the highest maximum lift coefficients are

reached when the Reynolds Number corresponds to

the occurrence of fully developed turbu!ence practically

at the laminar separation point but that this condition

occurs above the highest Reynolds Numbers reached

except possibly for the thickest airfoil, N. A. C. A. 0018.

High local Reynolds Numbers at the laminar separa-

tion point could, however, be reached by employing a

thick, highly cambered airfoil. The N. A. C. A. 83i8

airfoil was included for this reason. The results (see

fig. 32) indicate, as expected, a very low critical Rey-

nolds Number. With increasing Reynolds Number,

cz,,,_ rises to a maximum at R=900,000 and then falls

off slowly. In this instance, at the highest Reynolds

Numbers transition probably occurs ahead of any point

at which laminar separation could occur. The maxi-

ooo

mum lift coefficient must therefore be determined by

the behavior of the turbulent layer. The significant

conclusion is that c, .... then decreases with increasing

R. Another significant observation is that under these

conditions stalling is progressive as indicated by the

rounded lift-curve peaks in figure 11. This type of

stalling corresponds to a progressive separation or

thickening of the turbulent layer in the region of the

trailing edge.

The process of stalling in general is more complex

than either of the two distinct processes just discussed.

It has been compared by Jones (reference 17) to a

contest between laminar separation near the nose and

turbulent separation near the trailing edge, one or the

other winning and thus producing the stall. .',ctually

it appears from these scale-effect data that, for com-

monly used airfoils at a high Reynolds Number, the

forward separation usually wins but that it is largely

conditioned and brought about by the thickening' or

separation of the turbulent boundary layer near the
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trailing edge, which, in turn, may be largely influenced

by the local separation near tile leading edge. Tile

reasons for these statements _411 become clear from the

consideration of the scale effects for the different types

of airfoil.

Consider first the maximum lift of the conventional

type of cambered airfoil. Where stalling is determined

largely by separation near the leading edge, the maxi-

mum lift would be expected to be a function of the

curvature near the leading edge and also a function of

the mean camber because tile effect of the camber is to

add a more or less uniformly distributed load along

the chord. At some angle of attack above that of zero

lift the flow over the nose part of the cambered airfoil

approximates that over the nose of the corresponding

symmetrical airfoil at zero lift. This correspondence

of flows at the leading edges between the symmetrical

and cambered airfoils continues as the angles of attack

of both are increased. If the stalling were determined

largely by the flow near the nose, the two airfoils wouhl

stall at the same time, but the lift of the cambered

airfoil would be higher than that of the symmetrical

airfoil by the amount of the initial lift increment.

Reference to figure 33 shows that this expected change

of Czm_ with camber is approximately that shown by

the results from tests in tile lower range of the Reynolds

Number. At high Reynolds Numbers, however, the

change of ct_,_ with camber is nmeh smaller than would

be expected if the stall were controlled only by condi-

tions netlr the leading edge. On the other hand, some

of the cambered airfoils show a sudden loss in lift at

the maximum indicating that separation is occurring

near the leading edge but, as the camber is increased,

the lift curves become rounded. (See figs. 6, 7, and 8.)

For the N. A. C. A. 2412, which shows a sharp break

in lift at the maximum but a small gain in c_= due to

camber at the high Reynolds Numbers, the boundary-

layer thickening or turbulent separation must become

pronounced near the trailing edge at the higher Rey-

nolds Numbers before the flow breakdown occurs near

the leading edge. This alteration of the flow results

in higher angles of attack for a given lift and con-

sequently more severe flow conditions over the nose of

the airfoil. These flow conditions, which really origi-

nate near the trailing edge, thus bring about the flow

breakdown near the leading edge that finally produces

the actual stall. It must not, however, be concluded

that more gradually rounding lift-curve peaks with in-

creasing R should be the result; actually, the opposite

is usually true (e. g., figs. 6, 7, and 8). The explana-

tion is probably that increasing the Reynolds Number

reduces the extent of the local separation near the

leading edge, which influences the boundary-layer

thickening near the trailing edge, at least until the

transition region reaches the separation point. That

c_ continues to be influenced by the flow conditions

near the leading edge, even for highly cambered sec-

tions, is shown by the fact that the critical Reynolds

Number is little affected by increasing the camber to

that of the N. A. C. A. ()412 in spite of the fact that

tile actual gain in ct .... throughout tile critical range

becomes less for the more highly cambered airfoils.

Tllis conclusion is an important one because it can be

extended to predict that the critical Reynolds Number

will not he affected by ttaps and other high-lift dev ces

placed near the trailing edge, which act much like a

camber increase.

IO0,OOO 2 3 4 56/,000,000 2 3 4 5/0,000,000
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FIGURE 34.--Section maximum lift coefficient, cir,=. Airfoils with and without flaps.

Reference to figure 34 shows the correctness of this

conclusion. It will be noted, moreover, that each scale-

effect curve representing an airfoil with a split flap tends

to parallel the corresponding curve for the same airfoil

without a flap. Tile split flap thus simply adds an in-

crement to the maximum lift without otherwise chang-

ing the character of the scale effect. In this respect the

behavior with the flap differs from the behavior with

increasing camber. With the split flap, the distribution

of pressures over the upper surface is apparently not

affected in such a way as to increase the tendency

toward trailing-edge stalling, otherwise the scale-effect

variations would not be similar with and without the

flaps. Incidentally, it is of interest to note that the

maximum lift increment due to the split flap is not

independent of the airfoil section shape but, for ex-

ample, increases with the section thickness. (Cf. the

N. A. C. A. 230 series, with and without split fl_l)S,

table I.)

As regards flaps other than split flaps, recent tests

have shown that the maximum lifts attainable are ap-

proximately equal for either the ordinary or the split

flap. This result might have been expected because the
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results of references 18 and 19 had indicated that the

flow does not follow the upper surface Of an ordinary

flap except for small angles of flap deflection. It should

therefore make little difference whether or not the upper

surface of the flap is deflected with the lower. Further-

more, the same reasoning might be applied to predict

the effects of camber, when the mean line is of such a

shape that the maximum camber occurs near the trail-

ing edge so that the separation associated with increas-

ing camber is localized in this region. Thus it might

have been predicted that the scale effect as shown in

figure 35 for the N. A. C. A. 6712 airfoil would be more

like that of an airfoil with a split ftap than like that of

the usual type of cambered airfoil.

Another important conclusion can be deduced from

the results in figure 35 showing the scale effects for air-

foils having various mean-line shapes. When a mean-

line shape like that of the N. A. C. A. 23012 is em-
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ployed--that is, one having marked curvature near the

nose and a forward camber position--the effect is to

alter the conditions of the leading-edge stall. The critical

Reynolds Number is thus shifted to the left and the

general character of the scale effect becomes more like

that of the usual airfoil of 15 instead of 12 percent

thickness.

The opposite effect on the nose stall is shown in figure

36 where the critical Reynolds Number is shifted to the

right by decreasing the leading-edge radius, that is, by

changing from the N. A. C. A. 23012 section to the

23012-33. Thus it appears, in general, that the charac-

ter of the Czm_ scale effect, particularly in relation to

the value of the critical Reynolds Number, depends

mainly on the shape of the airfoil near the leading edge.

The two remaining airfoils not covered by the previ-

ous discussion (fig. 37) have slotted high-lift devices.

Both the Clark Y airfoil with Handley Page slot and

the airfoil with external-airfoil flap show unusual scale

effects. The airfoil with Handley Page slot shows an

increasing c4,,.= throughout the Reynolds Number

range but shows a peculiar change in the character of

the stall in the full-scale range near R,= 3,000,000.

(See also fig. 24.) The airfoil with the external-airfoil

flap shows a break in the scale-effect curve. Two

values of c_o= were measured for the condition corre-

sponding to R_=1,700,000 (fig. 23, test R=645,000),

one lift curve having a sharp break at the maximum

and the other being rounded. It is believed that the

change is associated with the action of the slot at the

nose of the external-airfoil flap. It is particularly

interesting because it represents one of the cases men-

tioned under the interpretation of the wind-tunnel

data for which the failure of the tunnel flow to repro-

duce exactly at the effective Reynolds Number the

corresponding flow in flight becomes of practical im-

portance. A comparison of these tests with tests in

the 7- by 10-foot tunnel (reference 5) indicated that

such scale effects, may be due primarily to the action
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FIOUR_ 38.--Section maximum lift coefficient, cz_,o=. Thickn&_-shape variation.

of the slot as affected by the boundary-layer thickness

relative to the slot width, which is a function of both

the test and the effective Reynolds Number, rather

than to the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.

When interpreted on the basis of the test rather than

the effective Reynolds Number as regards the occur-

rence of the break in the low Reynolds Number range,

better agreement with the results from the variable-

density tunnel was obtained. On this basis the dis-

continuity shown in figure 37 as occurring at R,=

1,700,000 would be expected to occur in flight at a con-

siderably lower Reynolds Number outside the usual

flight range.

With regard to c_ scale effects for conventional

types of airfoils, it now appears in the ligilt of the

preceding discussion :' t a position has been reached

from which tim sea] .ects appear rational and suf-

ficiently regular and .ystematic so that general scale-

effect corrections may be given for such airfoils. This

position represents a marked advance. In a later
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section of this report such generalized scale-effect co,

rections for czm,_ are presented for engineering uses.

Lift variation near c_..... --The variation of the lift

near the maximum as indicated by the shape of tile

lift curve is of some importance because it often affects

the character of the stall and tile corresponding lateral

control and stability of the airplane in flight, The

character of the stall for the airfoils may be inferred

approximately from the preceding discussion of cz,_,z

and is indicated by the lift curves in figures 2 to 24.

Tile moderately thick symmemcal airfoils in tile critical

or flight range of R show sudden losses of lift beyond

the maximum. Efficient airfoils of moderate thickness

and camber, for example, N. A. C. A. 2412 and 23012,

likewise usually simw sudden breaks in the lift curve

at the maximum for the higher Reynolds Numbers.

When the influence of trailing-edge stalling becomes

sufficiently marked as it does with airfoils N. A. C. A.

4412 and 6412, the breaks in the lift curves disappear

and the lift curve becomes rounded at the maximum.

It, is interesting to note that breaks occur at compara-

tively low values of the Reynolds Number for the

N. A. C. A. 8318. in this case the breaks appear in

the critical range of R, where critical leading-edge

stalling occurs, and disappear at higher and lower/rey-

nolds Numbers. (See figs. ll and 32.)

Lift-curve mope a0.--The scale effects for ao are

represented in figure 38. It will be no,ca tna_, within

the full-scale range, the airfoils show little variation of

ao with either airfoil shape or with R. In this range

most of the airfoils show a slight tendency toward

increasing a0 with R but, for engineering purposes, the

vqriadon of a0 may usually be considered negligible

within rim flight range. The lift-curve slope, like

several of the other section cnaraererisdcs, begins to

display abnormal variauons below a Reynolds Number

of approximately 800,000. For the lowest values of R

the lift curves often became so distorted that lift-curve

slopes were not determined. (See figs. 2 to 24.)

Angle of zero lift aM--Scale-effect variations of

az. are represented in figure 39. The conclusions with

respect to this ctlaracteristie are almost the same as

for the lift-curve slope ao. Symmetrical airfoils, of

course, give a_0=0 at all values of R. The cambered

airfoils, in general, show a small decrease in the absolute

value of the angle with increasing R above the value

at which the variations are abnormal.

Minimum profile-drag coefficient ceo,,_,.--The mini-

mmn profile-drag coefficient is indicative of the wing

drag h_ high-speed flight and is the other important

section characteristic, aside from c, ...... that snows

marked scale-effect variations within the full-scale

range which must be taken into account in engineering

work.
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The experimental drag results are presented by means

of logarithmic plots with the well-known laminar and

turbulent skin-friction curves and the Prandtl-Gebers

transition curve shown for comparison. (See figs.

40 (a) to 40 (f).) At the higher Reynolds Numbers a

striking similarity exists between the minimum profile-

drag coefficients for the airfoils and the transition curve

represenmlg the drag coefficient variation with R for a

fiat plate towed in water. The other striking leature of

the drag curves is their departure from regularity at

Reynolds Numbers below a certain critical value. This

critical value of the Reynolds Number usually lies in

the range between 400,000 and 800,000, but a study of

the experimental results will show that the critical

value itself is irregular, that is, does not vary system-

atmaily with the airfoil shape. The results appear as

though two or more drag values were possible within

this Reynolds Number range and acci<lental disturb-

antes determined whemer a high or a low value of the

drag was measure(l at a given value of R within this

r_ge. One is reminded of Baker's experiments towing

a,rsmp models in water in a mwmg "uasin wilere meas-

t_retnen_s could not be repea_e(_ unut tra_,smon was

dentately brought about by the use of a cord passing

_r, nd the moclel near the nose.

,he snape of the scaie-effect curve for the N. A. C. A.

0012 airfoil at zero aaigie of a_tack (fig. 40 (a)) was

studied m the ltgnt oI oounaatT-layer calculations.

The results intimated that tne compu$ea sKm-/nction

drag coefficients to g_ve scale-effect varl&tlons nl agree-

nlellt with the ineasure(1 ones required the presence of

ratner ex_enstve laminar Dounoary layers lil this

critical range of the _eynoms Number. ]m fact, ior

the N. A. C. A. 0012 mrfoil, tne laminar Dounuai T layer

was Iotlnd to nave Deeo/ne so ex_ensive when 11_ was

reduced to me expenmentany (le_erInlne(l crlueai vame

that a further re(mctmn of R woum nave reqmred the

laminar boundary layer _o extend behind tne computed

laminar separatmn point, which would have involved

at least local separauon. It seems evment, timretore,

tha_ tne increased (lrag coeiiicients bemw _ne crmcal

range are the result of this condition, WhiCh m probably

associateo with laminar separatmn aiJ(t a resulting

lIl(;l'eit_e Of the pressure or mrm brag el tile sec_mn.

_'ol%ulla_ely, nowever, this pnenoineilon seelns to

_pp_a_ OelOW the usual flight range of E

WheJ:l (leSi_llel's are eoncei'ne(l WItH tile nlliilintlin

drag O* an alrion secl_iofl, It is tlSUallV Ior lllgi:l-speeu or

cruising flight, wmcn mr mouern transport an'prunes may

correspond _o a _eynolds N umber oI :_0,0(J0,O0(J or more

mr some of the wing seetmns. Tbe _rag coefficients for

tne Keynoms _unmer range above tne nighest reached

lit tne tunnel are thereiore oi move interest tilall t_lOSe

welt w:r, hm _ne expermmnbal range. Unfortunately,

- stun of the measurements permits only an

e (letermmanon of the snape of these scale-

even m the higher experlnmntai range of

',matrons rote the higner tligt_t range will

necessarily be unreliable. Nevertheless, much en-

gineering work requires a knowledge of airfoil drag

coefficients within this range so that the engineer must

resort to extrapolation. For this purpose the data may

be studied in relation to the slopes of the curves for the

various airfoils (fig. 40) in the highest range of R

reached in the experiments. Such a study indicates

that the airfoils, excluding the unusual airfoils N. A.

C. A. 8318, N. A. C. A. 6712, and the Clark Y with

Handley Page slot, show" a decreasing c_0_ with R

that seems, in general, to parallel approximately the

corresponding curve for the fiat plate. Thus, in

general, the slope of the c_0 _, scale-effect curves in

the neigi_borhoo¢i of a Reynolds Number of 8,000,000

may be taken as approxnnate|y --().l l, which leads to

the following ex_rapolatmn formula:

wnere the subscript std refers to the s_andard airfoil-

test results from the variable-density tunnel corres-

ponding to an effective Reynolds Number of approx-

imately 8,000,000. In such extrapolation formulas,

values of the exponent have been used between 1/5,

taken from Prandtl's original analysis of the completely

turbulent skin-friction layer, and 0.15, which agreed

better with experiments with pipes and fiat plates at

ve_ T high values of/g an(_ agrees _)etter with von Ktir-

man's recent analysis of the compieteiy turbulent layer

in this range of R. It should be erapnasized, however,

tha_ these eomparauvely large exponents are not

conservative ant1 wool(1 De expecte_ to lead to pre-

dictions of large-scale drag values much too low, partic-

ularly wnen the extrapoia'_ion is mane from measure-

ments ma_e in the transition region; for example, in

figure 40 (a) measurements in the range between

1,000,000 anti 2,000,000 Should not De extrapolated by

such me+nods to 20,000,000. Extrapolations from

R = 8,000,000 using _he comparatively low exponent 0.11

are, nowever, consmered reasonat)ly conservative for

aerodynamically smooth airfoils.

In regard to proiile-drag coefficients a t lift coetficients

other than the optimum, figure 41 (a) shows the scale

effects for c_0 at c_--0.8 [or tile symmetrical series of

airioiis. The drop in um scale-effect curves in the

transttion region has msappe_u'ea and the two thinner

ai_ioiis snow evidences of the approacning stall. Curves

i or members of the camber series of airfoils, N. A. C. A.

0012, 2412, 4412, and 6412 at zero lift are shown in

figure 41 (b). ttere the symmetrical airfoil is operating

at its opttmum lift and the _teparture from the optimum

for the other airfoils increases with camper. A pro-

gressive transition from the c_om_" type of scale effect

to that of figure 41 (a) is apparent. Resuits (relerence

10) from other wind tunnels for tile Clark Y airfoil,

which is in a sense similar to tne N. A. C. A. 4412 i_ut

has slightly less camber, are also indicated in figme
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41 (b) for comparison. The comparison of the results

from the various tunnels should serve to indicate the

limitations of accuracy that must be accepted when any

of the data are extrapolated to the higher full-scale

Reynolds Numbers.
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Optimum lift coefficient c,o_.--The optimum lift

coefficients are presented in figure 42. This character-

istic is of importance mainly in relation to % values at

other values of cz. It is not possible, nor esse, tia] for

this purpose, to evaluate czop , very accurately. In fi_et,
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FmUB_ 41.--Profile-drag coefficient.

the accuracy of the experimental data is not sufficient

to establish the scale-effect variations with certainty.

Nevertheless, the results show a definite tendency

toward a decreasing c_o_ , with increasing R. Thus

values measured in small atmospheric tunnels may be

expected to be too high. Values from the standard

airfoil tests in the variable-density tunnel may usually

The dctermilmtion of cuo values at various lift co-

efficients in engineering work is best accomplished by

a consideration of increments from ca0_,. The

method of a "generalized polar" discussed in a later

section of this report gives such increments in terms of

the dct)arture of c, from C_o,_ as compared with the

departure of c_m__ from e_o_,.

IO000uO00
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be taken as approximately correct within the usual full-

scale range but may be somewhat t_)o high for the
higher flight range (_f R.

Pitching-moment coefficient c._.c, and aerodynamic-

center position a. c.--Thc values of the pitching-
/.o
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_IG[.:RE 12.--Optimum lift coefficient, clcp_.

moment coefficient and the aerodynamic-center position

establish the pitching-moment characteristics of the

airfoil section in the normal operating range between

zero lift and the stall. ]n this range the pitching

moment about the aerodynamic-center point may be
considered constant for conventional airfoils. The

accuracy of the low-scale data did not permit the

evaluation of aerodynamic-center positions for values
of R much below the flight range, and the variations

found in the higher range showed tittle consistency.

Values are indicated in figures 2 to 24 and in table I,
but it is not considered advisable in practice to allow

for a variation of aerodynamic center with R. The

c,_.c, values con'esponding to these aerodynamic-center

positions are plotted in figure 43. The values are

nearly independent of R at high values of R but usually

show a tendency to increase numerically as R is reduced

toward the lower extremity of the flight range. Thus

low-scale tunnel tests may be expected to give pitching
moments that are numerically too large.

PREDICTION OF AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS AT ANY

REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR ENGINEERING USE

In the consideration of methods of predicting wing

characteristics, it should be remembered that the scope

of this report is confined to the prediction of the airjoil

section characteristics. Actual wing characteristics are

obtained from these section characteristics by integra-
tions along the span with suitable allowances for the

induced downflow and the corresl)onding induced drag.

Such calculations as applied to tapered wings are fully

discussed in reference 8. It remains therefore to pre-
dict the airfoil section characteristics at any value of

the flight Reynolds Number. The precedingdiscussion

has shown that for engineering purposes many of the

important airfoil section characteristics may be con-

sidered independent of R within the flight range, so

that for application to flight at any value of R these
characteristics may be taken directly from the tabu-
lated values from the standard airfoil tests in the

variable-density tunnel. There remain then the two

important section characteristics c_,_ and cao, which in

general will require correction to the design Reynolds
Number before they are employed.

Section maximum lift.--For the prediction of the

section maximum lift coefficient ct_,= at values of R

other than the R, value for which they are commonly

tabulated, the correction-increment curves of figure 44

have been prepared from the data in this report. In

this figure, curves giving the corrections hc_= are

grouped in families corresponding to the measured scale-

effect variations for various types of airfoils. In gen-

eral, for normal airfoils the curves in figure 44 marked 0

for types B, C, D, and E correspond to the symmetrical
airfoil sections of different thickness and the curves

indicated by increasing numbers correspond to airfoil

sections of increasing c_lmber.

In practice, the particular curve to be employed for a

given airfoil will be indicated in the standard tables of

airfoil characteristics such as table II of this report

(see also reference 3) under: "Classification, SE."
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Fmua_ 43.--Pitching-moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center, c.,.,..

From the curve thus designated, the correction incre-

ment is read at the design Reynolds Number. The

required c_=_ for the section at the particular Reynolds

Number is then obtained by adding this increment to

the tabulated c_ value.
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Ftc, uag 44.--Scale-effect corrections for ct.o.. In order to obtain the section maximum lift coefficient at the desired Reynolds Number, apply to the standard-test value

the increment indicated by the curve that corresponds to the scale-effect designation of the airfoil.

Airfoil section drag.--In design work, values of

the section minimum drag coefficient Cd0_,, for aerody-
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l_l_ 45.--Generalized vaxiation o[ Acao.

namieally smooth airfoils are first obtained from the

tabulated data by means of the extrapolation formula

previously given,

c_,.,.=(C,o "_ (R"'°I|
m,,/,,d\ R

The c_0 values at other lift coefficients may now be

obtained from the generalized variation of hc,0 with

lc_--q°s'l presented in figure 45, where the standard

C lrna_--C lop t

airfoil characteristic table is again employed to find

c_o_,. The c_ value employed should, of course, cor-

respond to the Reynolds Number of the Ca0value being

calculated. This procedure may involve the use of

Ct,ax values corresponding to very high Reynolds

Numbers. These values, however, nmy be estimated

by extrapolating the maximum-lift scale-effect curves,

little accuracy being required because c_ will usually

be near c,o,_ and AC_o therefore small. A series of

5c_0 values may thus be derived for various lift coef-

ficients and Reynolds Numbers. The corresponding

values of Cd0 are t_hen obtained by adding these incre-

ments to the c_0 ,_,. value calculated from the preceding

extrapolation formula for the corresponding Reynolds

Number. In practice, a series of values of c_o may

thus be derived to form a curve of Cdo against c, along

which the Reynolds Number varies with lift coefficient

as in flight.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 2_, 1936.



APPENDIX

INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN CONSISTENT ERRORS PRESENT IN TEST RESULTS FROM THE

VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL

By IRA H.

INTRODUCTION

An investigation has been made to evaluate three

corrections that were not applied to the data, obtained

in the variable-density wind tunnel, and published in

reference 2 and earlier reports. The need for these cor-

rections had been recognized, and possible errors in the

data resulting from file lack of these corrections have

been listed as consistent errors (reference 2) due to the

following effects:

1. Aerodynamic interference of the model supports

on the model.

2. Effect of the compressed air oil the effective weight

of manometer liquids used to measure the dynamic

pressure.

3. Combined effects on the measured dynamic pres-

sure of blocking due to the model and to errors in pitot-

tube calibration arising from differences in dynamic

scale and turbulence between conditions of use in the

variable-density tunnel and conditions of calibration.

These effects result in errors in the calibration of the

static-pressure orifices used to determine the dynamic

pressure.
INTERFERENCE OF MODEL SUPPORTS

The model supports used in the variable-density tun-

nel and the method of determining the tare forces are

described in reference I. The usual tare tests deter-

mine the tare forces on the supports including the inter-

ference of the model on the supports. In addition,

the usual method of determining the balance alinement

with respect to the air-flow direction by testing an air-

foil erect and inverted includes any interference of the

supports on the model that is equivalent to a change in

air-flow direction. Earlier attempts to determine any

additional interference of the supports on the model were

inconclusive except to show that such interference was

small.

Two airfoils of moderate thickness were chosen to be

used in the present investigation, one being a symmetri-

cal airfoil (N. A. C. A. 0012) and the other an airfoil of

moderate camber (N. A. C. A. 4412). Tests were made

of each airfoil using three methods of supporting the

model. Besides the method using the usual support

struts, tests were made with the models mounted on the

usual supports with the addition of special wire sup-

ports and with the nmdels mounted only on the wire

supports. The wire supports consisted of three wires

attached to the quarter-chord point of the model at
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each wing tip and of a sting and angle-of-attack strut

so located as to be free from aerodynamic interference

with the usual supports. The sting used was sym-

metrical with respect to the airfoil and was attached near

the trailing edge instead of to the lower surface, as

is usual.

The tares due to the wire supports were determined

from the data obtained from the tests with the models

on the usual supports with and without the wire

supports. Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining

sufficiently accurate tares because of the relatively

large drag of the wires as compared with the drag of

the model. Sufficient accuracy was obtainable only at

the highest value of the test Reynolds Number ordinar-

ily obtained (about 3,000,000). The profile-drag coeffi-

cients obtained for the two airfoils are plotted as solid

lines in figures 46 and 47, together with data obtained

from several tests made with the usual supports over

a considerable period of time. The scattering of the

points obtained from the tests with the usual supports

about the solid line is within the limits af the accidental

errors listed in reference 2, showing that there is no

support interference within the accuracy of the results

at high values of the Reynolds Number.

It is evident that the data obtained can be analyzed

in different ways. For example, the data obtained

with the models mounted on both the usual supports

and the wire supports can be corrected for the usual sup-

port tares and compared with the data from tests with

the models mounted only on the wire supports. The

comparison was made correcting the data for the change

in air-flow direction due to the usual supports and failed

to show any support interference within the test

accuracy.

Analysis of the data to determine the effects of the

support interference on the measured pitching-moment

coefficients was more difficult. The supp')rt wires

stretched under the lift and drag loads, necessitating

a correction to the measured pitching-moment coeffi-

cients, and the method of supporting the model at the

wing tips allowed the model itself to deflect under the

lift loads much more than when mounted on the usual

supports. The correction due to the deflection of the

model is difficult to evaluate with certainty becaase it

involves integrations along the span after determim_.tion

of the span load distribution. Accordingly, the effect

of tim support interference for the pitching moments
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was determined only at zero lift where it was found

that the measured pitching-moment coefficient was too

large (algebraically) by 0.002. This same correction

had been found previously from tests with symmetrical

Angles V.D.T. Date Coati�lion

Pos. N_g. Test

-- --/080-6 /0-26-33 Wire suppor/

Tes t tl,
m il//o ns

3.07

3. 24
3.20
3./7

©
0 ±.2 ±.4 ±.6 ±.8 _LO :_L2 _L4

L/fl coefhclen/, CL

FI(IURE 4{}. I,ift and drag characteristics of the N. A. ('. A.0012 airfoil as (leternlined

from tests _,_ith the model moollte(t on the usual support struts and on special wire

SUl)ports.

airfoils and had been applied so that no new corrections

were necessary.

EI 'EC_VE WFJCHT Or MANOMETER LmUIOS

The dynamic pressure is measured by two manome-

ters connected to two sets of calibrated static-pressure

orifices as described in reference 1. One manometer

is filled with grain alcohol and the other with distilled

water, the one filled with alcohol being ordinarily

used to hold the dynamic pressure constant through-

out a test because it is more easily read than

the water manometer. Readings of the water

manonieter taken during each test serve to check

the alcohol manometer and to indicate any

change in the specific gravity of the alcohol,

which is obtained from time to time by calibrating

the alcohol manometer at atmospberie pressure

against a head of distilled water.

It is apparent, as has been pointed out by

Relf, that when the tank is filled with compressed

air the increased density of the air reduces the

effective weight of the alcohol or water in the

manometers. This effect may be considered as a

buoyancy of the air on the liquid and may be

computed, but there is no assurance that the

effects of other factors such as the amount

of air dissolved in the liquid are negligible.

An experimental determination of the effect, of the

compressed air was made hy calibrating the alctdlol

and water manometers at several tank pressures against

a third manometer filled with mercury. The compara-

.O6

_05

oj

.04

.o3

_ .02

0

_.'0/I

0

tively small buoyancy effect on the mercury was com-

puted and applied to the results as a correction. The

effects of other factors on the mercury were considered

negligible. ]n addition to the correction determined

in this way, a further small correction was applied to

the specific gravity to compensate for the small change

in balance calibration with air density due to the buoy-

ancy of the air on the balance counterweights. The

net correction ag 20 atmospheres tank pressure was

found to be 2.0 percent for the alcohol and 1.7 percent

for the water, the dynamic pressure as measured being

too high. It is planned to replace the manometers by

a pressure balance in the near future. Mc'_surements

of dynamic pressure will then be independent of specific

gravity.

CALIBRATION OF STATIC-PRESSURE ORIFICES

The statie-l)ressure orifices used to measure the dy-

immic pressure are calibrated by making a velocity

survey at the test section, using a calibrated pitot tube

(reference l). The calibration may be in error partly

because of differences in dynamic scale ,rod turbulence

between conditions of pitt)t-tube calibration and of use

in the variable-density lunnel and also hccnuse of pos-

sible blocking effects of the nmdel. It, is evident tllat

a new metllod of calibration is necessary to eliminate

these uncertainties.

These unccrt_dnties nlay be largely clindnated l)y

calibrating pilot tubes on an airplane in flight and by

calibrating similar pitot tubes, similarly mounted on ,_

model of the airplane in the tunnel. A dettdled 1/20-

V.D.T. Do te CondJt/on Tes f R,
Zes f m////on

--1090-2 12-19-32 Wire supporl 3.11
o /085-2 //-8-33 Usual ,, _truts 3,05

x 1159-8 7-27-34 3.00
+ 732 12- 15-31 3.2/

i -_ - ÷

i i i -

i
i I

-b o .2 ._ .6 .e i.o /.2 /._ _
Lift coefficient, Cz

FIliI:RE 47.--Lilt and drag ehe, raeteristicsof tim N.A.C.A.4412 airfoil a._ ,l.,_,_riillnedll'(lt_l tests

with the model mounted on the usual support struts and on spemal w]u silpt,!_: ¢_.

scale mo(lel of the FC 2_V2 airplane /tcwr,[ ..... :It _....

the alrphme itself were available. _i',_,, ..... ._.........

l)itot tubes were lUOlulte(I on the _}! :i,:i ,- _s s!_ _, ;i _i

figure 48. These pitot tubes wer_ ,'_: ,.._ ...... ,_,_"
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with two staggered rows of static-pressure holes. Each

row consisted of 12 equally spaced holes 0.22 inch in

diameter. The pitot tubes were calibrated in flight

against a previously calibrated trailing air-speed head.

Three geometrically similar pitot tubes 0.10 inch in

diameter were similarly mounted on the model and

calibrated in the variable-density tunnel. Great care

-- 22' 5"-- " #.... 25' 0 ....

FIeURE 48.--Outline drawing showing lccation of pitot tubes on the FC-2W2 airplane.

was taken to make the small pitot tubes geometrically

similar to the large ones and to mount them in the

correct positions on the model.

The pitot tubes were calibrated in ttle tunnel over

an angle-of-attack range from --8 ° to 14 ° and over a

range of the test Reynolds Number from 1,000,000 to

2,500,000. Tests were made with three tail settings.

All pressures were measured by a multiple-tube, photo-

recording manometer using a mixture of alcohol and

water. Ratios of pressures were obtained directly

from ratios of measured deflections and are independent

of the specific gravity of the manometer liquid. A

test was made with the pitot tubes interchanged as to

position on the model to check the accuracy with which

they were made. The results checked satisfactorily.

Surveys were made upstream from the model with and

without the model in place using a bank of 21 small

pitot tubes mounted on a strut extending across the

tunnel, surveys being made on the vertical center line

and 6 and 12 inches to one side of the center line.

The data obtained from these surveys are used to check

the calibration of the static-pressure orifices from time

to time as required. Force tests were also made on the

model with and without the pitot tubes in place and

with several tail settings.

The results obtained from the calibration of the pitot

tubes are presented in figure 49. The data are pre-

sented as ratios of the dynamic pressures measured by

the pitot tubes to the dynamic pressure as usually

obtained from the static-pressure orifices. A fairly

consistent variation of the results is shown with

changes in Reynolds Number and tail settings. The

results obtained from tile calibration of the pitot tubes

in flight are shown by outlined areas indicating the

location of all points obtained.

Comparisons between the tunnel and flight results

have been made on the basis of angles of attack, cor-

rected in the case of tile tunnel results for the tunnel-

V[27_TestNo. Dote ITesfReynoldsNumber[basedon wing chord) Stabilizerangle

il/ I I 1-2 3-29-34 4 I00,000 3.3"

?- /l/l-4 3-2_-341 2,570,000 3.3"
3 ///0-3 3-27-34 2,560,000............. 33 °
4 ---/Ill-3 3-23-341 2,000,000 ......... 3.3"-
5 ///0-2 3-27-341 /,990,000 3.3"
6 I //O-I 3-27-3# 'L 1,040,000 3.3"
7 //08-3-- 3-22-34| 2,570,000 0"--- ---

8 /107-2 3-20-34 2,000,000 O"
O 1/07-1 3-20-34 1,120,000 O"

@ Outlined areas indicate location of points obtained in flight.

-- Corrected calibrationin the variable-densitytunnel,

I0 . , - -8 - 9 9-
z 9 8

o 3 , "5 _ :!

_1.O0

,30...................... -_-

0 120

I0 i i ,

t

o
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 -2 0 2 4 8 8 I0 12 -2 0 2 4

Angleof attack, _,degrees

Ele vo for angle

I0 °

/0"

O"

10"
0o
O"

_ __ _ 0o .....

0°
0"

'8 8
'7 I

:3 3 i

3

B 8 /o 12

Fi_uR_ 49.--Caiibration of pltot tubes mounted on the FC-2W2 &irplans in flight and on the FC-2W2 airplane model in the variable-density wind tunnel. Results

corrected for tunnel-wall eflect.
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wall effect. Force tests made in the tunnel and in

flight show that this method of comparison is very

nearly equivalent to making the comparisons at equal

lift coefficients. A value of the ratio q/qo was selected

frmn the tmmel data to correspond as well as possible

to flight coMitions of trim and Reynolds Number for

each pitot-tube position at each angle of attack. The

values obtained were, in general, higher than the flight

values at small angles of attack. Accordingly, the

values obtained were reduced by increasing the value

of q0 hy 1.5 percent, which is equivalent to a change

in the static-pressure-orifice calibration factor from

1.172 to 1.190. The values of the ratio so o])tained

are plotted on the figure as solid lines, and the values

agree reasonably well with the flight data ,_t small

/.e 'r [ I T....... 132
/ r " "Cz" ×

--- -- V.D.r tests I _m'°_-"'_ _, I

""_[ I i retied for- _,_- _'y0 ', 1'_
¢, . . c /

_--t --t---bloch/n9---o_ -_7/'t r _ 1
• ] e ff_c / _7"/ / i
1 " / "24

t , i oF t t o

......._ IS_

08

oLS_ [ I ! I I I I Io
- 2 0 d 8 /2 16 20

Angle of o/tuck, d, degrees

FI(_ 50.--Coinparison of data obtained in flight and in the variable-density wind

tunnel for the FC-2W2 airplane and model.

angles of attack. A comparison of the tunnel and

flight data indicates that a further correction, which

may be due to blocking effects, may be desirable at

high angles of attack. The airplane model, however,

had large drags at high angles of attack as compared

with models normally used in the tunnel, making the

application of this additional correction questionable

for the usual airfoil tests.

The results of the force tests of the nmdel are shown

by means of composite curves drawn as solid lines in

figure 50. The curves were obtained from the test

results by selecting, at each angle of attack, test results

to correspond as well as possible with flight conditions

of trim and Reynolds Number. The tunnel results

have been fully corrected including correctiotm to the

effective Reynolds Numher. Data obtained in flight

tests (reference 20) are shown on the figure.

Although the model was much more detailed and

accurate than is usual in wind-tumml models, it was

not considered before the tests to represent the air-

plane with sufficient accuracy and detail to give

reliable drag results. Therefore too much emphasis

should not be given to the good agreement of drag

coeffmients obtained in flight and in the tunnel. At

lift coefficients less than 1.0 the agreement between

flight and tunnel data is considered satishctory. At

higher lift coefficients some divergence of the tunnel

and flight data is indicated. As previously stated,

the results obtained from the pitot-tuhe calibration

showed that an additional correction to the calibration

factor of the static-pressure orifice might be desirable

at high angles of attack. Such a correction has been

determined from figure 49 and applied to the data.

The results are plotted as dotted lines in figure 50 and

show an improved a_reement of tim lift coefficia_ts

obtained in flight and in the tunnel at high angles of

attack.

This additional correction is not. ordin'_rily applied to

the data obtained in the variable-density tunnel be-

cause it is doubtful whether the correction in most cases

would give a better approximation to the actual condi-

tions than no correction. The pitot-tube calibration

tests were less accurate at high angles of attack than at

low ones and, as previously stated, the drag of the

model was larger than is tile case for the models usually

tested. Another fact indicating that this correction is

small is that, up to the point of maxilnuln lift, the lift

curves obtained in the tunnel for some airfoils are very

nearly straight. Any appreciable correction of this

type would result in such lift curves being (,oncave

upward.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Tile results of the investigation show no inter-

ference of the model supports on the model for which

corrections lind not previons]y been mmle.

2. The investigation of the effects of c.ompresse(I air

on the effective weight of the manometer liquid showed a

2.0 percent error in the measured dynamic pressure; the

dynamic pressure as previously measured was too large.

3. The investigation of the calibration of the static

pressure orifices showed an error of 1.5 percent in this

calibration/ the dynamic pressure as previously meas-

ured was too small.

4. The total effect of the investigation is a change in

the measured dynamic pressure of 0.5 percent; the

dynamic pressure as previously measured was too large.

Data previously published (reference 2 and earlier

reports) to which these corrections have not been

applied may be corrected by changing the coefficients

to correspond to a reduction of measured dynamic

pressure of 0.5 percent.
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21_ - 2 2 +Jl)2 IH O'_ .25 .(}l.5!) .....

ILH - 1.}, IH.IH .0227 i ....

', ,¢711 L {I_)71 . (}.0S l, 2 i 7
s If_() - I. 2 . IllO _ I. 7'2 . ()N ()1)70

), t)70 - I 2 . If!iS _1.6. .1)>_ I)079 . (X),- I' l 3' I' _

:_ lliO --12 .09N \1. $ 1)07 I '3 F)q: . I)q I)O_,O . . [ ,

DI, t i • 1t; 1. 4 ! 5

,NNI l')- . .l)!)f; I)I 2k 2 _- 0()Sl --.010 I 2,0 7

.lift - I :_ I)!)q l)l" lY i 1:2 01)!)_ _ I _ ] _ .

. 221 -- I. f_ . I(19 l_ll 15 . 37 0lT!t .__ _ .

- I.I• 112 bl 00 211 I)152 _ . .

()l)(I ] 2 . 097 Itl, PJ . 211 .0971 till) . (; 5

E,:IgI) 12 .(lgN _'1. 12 1(} .(X175 ,{Ill} ' ,N 5

:_ ;{_,( f J. _ , (19¢j D[, 2¢1 . 23 . (KIT(; .01 i l. {I 6

I I. 7(;I} ] 2 . 1)_)(; III. 12 .')N , 11071 .(Ill .9 3
.[lllll l 2 .119| I)],I)7 . Ill .I)0_,1 .till .9

.151 I l .{l!tq I_1.0I ,-I(I .(_I!IG - ,llll .'I --I

,_ 370 . l; , ¢19,_ _ I. /;l 111 , {R)721 . 1_},5 1.0 7

,:, ;I 10 7 ,0'17 I'1,5,q .112 , (_17,_ , l)(,,i l.l ,i

:l ,5 Ill , 7 . 0!_7 I)L 11 . )l , DI)77 , 0(1,5 l (. } 4

i 770 . 'n . 0!)5 l)l. 2N . 23 , I)077 , 002 N

, N_| :_ . 096 l)l. 11 . _N , 007:1 --, (;_Jl 1[ I 0

.t',l .H . Ill0 I'l.0S .:L5 ,I)l[_ l _- 0 ; ...........
s tiso • 3 !) .0!}6 ', 1.77 .2(; .0073 . S (; 2

3:tI0 • I(I .1)95 {I,511 :it ,O')77 --,I, DO . )

17(1tl | O .I)98 fq.29 .Ct1_4 -.(m I
.hgtl -- I.t . O¶)G Ill. ill . |I) ,(2)_0 --. 09_ l[4 --4

.111) --'2.5 .Jl5 i)][ 0!) .77 . ()IN!) ..................

7. !12(I - t l) . ()gS I11. 71 .32 . (it182

_;. 2(_ -- I ; . I)!_; 1)1 70 .22 ,00S,5

, ",71 - l, 3 . ()gG l)i. ;ifi l 0IDI

• "1:';:_ - 4. :1 .09I hi, 31 .51 , I)109

,219 --I 3 , IIM Iq.:;,2 ..57 Dlt94 J[ [ [

.Ill -29 .ii3 111.211 .... 027fi

7. 920 -- 1, I) .11!17 _' l. 72 . 22 . lY_JI) --. I1_7, I. 11 I

fL 2N(I .. I. (1 • l)lli5 I )1. fi@) . 21J , (X)!):_ --, ()8(i J, 4 1

. --'2 '
;{. ',_l(I "-- "t , 1 . 1)_; I ' [ . 5(i . 2;{ I {)(_J4 -- , 0N 5 4

I. 730 -- I. 2 .095 I)1. IN .31 .0(_19 --, 1_,)0 7 _4
_2 -t:; .otH ),l I1 .:31 .0103 --.092 1[4

.131 --I.t .(IN9 Ill. ; ,3i .39 .1)123 ...................

• 219 "- 1_ '1 . 0S!) l)j. 31 . Ill ,019E .....

• l i0 --3. I l)l.3I ,f;'4 .()21;9

6;02(1 5!) .0(,)+; 1)1,7,', , 2 I_) . l_)(i I --.130 [ l,t [ I
:i.:Kd) -(, / .097 tll,(;I ,;iS ,0(199 --. 131 .8 --3

I.TIIH --6.2 .Oil7 1)I 51 .,52 .O1(II --,135 I 1.0 --2 [

.Ill - 1:,.2 .()Y7 r)147 .55 , . 111:_9

219 - .'l. _) .lOft IiI. 4+i .70 .02115 [ [ [[

ill} " .g I 1)1"45 i ..... I .0HI0
I I

1 From reference 2.

From reference 7.
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N. A. C. A, airfoil

6712 ............................

8318 ...................

0012 ...................

(With split flap at 60°.)

23012 ....................

(With split flap at 60°,)

TABLE I--Continued

iMPORTANT AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS--Continued

R _lO t

• eg c 1 ¢ Pd, , Cm
(millions) (deg.) _oz rop_ _' ..... x I Y

(percent c) [ (percent c)

8,100 --7,3 0.096 1>2. 05 0,35 ] 0,0115 --0,199 1.2 --2

6.120 --7,4 .095 Jq.99 .32 .0119 --,197 1.1 --4

3.;]80 --7,4 _ .098 ] D1.83 ,33 .0120 --.198 1.1 I --8

1.750 --7.6 ,103 D1,65 .45 ,0124 --.210 1.6 --12

.892 --7.8 .103 DI,52 ,82 .0138 ....... J

.449 --5.7 ....... DI,45 .88 .0228 ........ _--_--_ I_--_[

.222 --4.6 .... DI.50 1,01 ,0283 ...............................

.112 --3.9 ....... DI.41 --,02 .0411 ......................

8. 450 --7.2 .095 DI. 59 .24 .0127 --. 132 1.5 2

6.420 --7.3 ,092 ....... 10 .0128 --.132 1,8 2

3.400 --7.4 ,093 Ol.67 .31 ,0128 --.135 1.8 [ 2

i. 790 -7.6 .093 DI. 76 , . ?,6 [ .0140 I --, 137 2. t 3

.911 --8.7 .08_ D1.80 ,43 .0173 ..........

,'22=4 --9.2 .0_) [}1.40 .58 .0259 ........

,112 --8.0 ,077 DL02 ........ 0332 .........

8. ll0 _ --13.1 _,091 a2.35 ......... 7. 167 _--. 220 .

5.9m --I ...... _ _2.35 I .... [ ..... q ..................

• "" _ _2 30 ..... ...................

1.740 ....... 1.8 ............... =-- .......... i_:_-:22;22_/22_21

8.180 --14.3 .088 2.48 ........ L166 --.236 1.2 7 J

5. 970 _ _ ' - - 1 A2.51 ] ....................................................

:1._o I .... i - I _2.3y ........ I ........... [ ...............................
(Average) A _ )

1.740 .... l ...... I 2.24 .......... I ............ ] ..................................

,g82 .......... , _2,97

23012 .........................

(_Vith split flap at 75°.)

2_015 ........................

23015 .......................

(1,Vith split flap at 75°.) ..
23021 .......................

23021 ........................

(With split flap at 75¢,)

43012 ..............................

43012 .......................

(With sp it flap at 75°0

23012 ............................ i

(With 23012 flap 3 ° Up.)

23012 ............................

(With 23012 flap set 30°.)

Clark Y _ ......................

(With Itandley Page slot.)

.444 ...... J ........ j

8.100 _ --15.6 5.085 ]

5,990 ............

3. 800

1.74o " .- YZZ ;ili
.887 .........

,446 ..............

8. 370 -- I. 1 .09_

3. 880 .......... i

K210 ' --16,2 [ _.0_6

5.990 ................

3.83_ ....... _ .......

1.800 ............

• 924 ' .......

.450 _-- i_ _1__2: _ i ......
8. 210 . ,092

5, 940 .........

3. 770 ...........

1.72(] ............ F

. _92 .............

.441 '

......8. 130 S. lYJ4 !

5._£, ......... ,

3.800 .............

1,720 .............. ,

• 879 I ..................

• 435 ..............

8.390 --2,::1 ,100

I 3. 899 ..................

• 449 '. ..................

8.240 I , --17.3 _.082

0, 040 ..................

3,83o I...................
1. 740 ........

.887 ........

.449 ...................

8.2t0 I - 9 .:101

6.150 ] --.8 ,_00

3.300 { --,8 .tO0

1.680 [ --.8 .097

.858 t --.8 .096

.430 J --1,2 .096
i

8.140 ]4--13,8 s. :102

_.200 I ...................3.410 ..................

1.700 [ _ --12.5 s. 103

1.7(10 ...................

.879 _ --11.9 _. 102

.441 " _ .................

9.900 -4.2 _.999

8.080 -4.3 _.099
4.990 --4.2 _.098

3.090 --4.2 s. 097

2.040 --4.1 s.096
1.290 --4.1 s, 092

• 784 I --4. 1 ..........

• 520 -4. 1
i

• 1135_4-413iiiiiiiiii

DI. 92

_2. 54

A2. 52

_2. 41 ,

_2. 21 i

a2,0[

al._)

AI. 73

Cl.60

_2.70

_2. 69

.*'2.51}

_2. 45

_2, 32

a2. 11

_H.50

^I, 54

al, 47

DI. 32

DI. 26

M. 20

_2. 74

._2. 81

a2. 79

^2.58

_2. 46

_2. 28

A1._4

AL 71

al. 44

h2. 6.5

_'2. 60

a2. 47

_2, 39

_2.29

^2. 18

M.68

_i. 62

_1.54

_l. 39

D1.24

DI. 12

A2. 4t_

_2. 40

_2. 32

! c2. 13

s D1, 95

DI. 75

DI. 66

O2.12

D2. 06

n2.02

DI.96

BI,98

DI. 92

r'l, 82

DL 75

r_l, 60

DI, 41

.07

. 15

. 19

. 13

.08

.08

.45

.70

.60

• 76

.7_ i

.69

• 62 ;

• 65

.63

.64

.63

.54

.63

....... I 7,201 I s -,228

..... I .......... I .........

....... + ......... , ...........

...........................

.10 1 .0081 l --.(_q.8

......... I ...... I .........

, 07 1 •0101 --.005

iliiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii
....... I LI�I s --.,'_0

:!ii!ii!ii iiiii!!iiiiiii!ii!!iiii
....... r.......... i ..........

• 26 I • 0079 --.019

.................... I ............

.0074 .009

.0078 [ ,010

.00('_ .011

.0093 ............

.0119

.016:1 ] _--._0

,0184 I *--.260

.......................

.0218 ..........

.0242 ...........

;o_ {Z_;;;Z;-Z
.0260 ..........

.0264 ..........

.0272 ...........

.9301 ...........

.0291 ..........

,_2 ...........

.0431 ............

Z;Z_-_!_-_ ZZZZZ-_,

;/_-_2Z-; Z';_-_-ZZ22-Z[

.......:1"I.I........
l.I tl 1

i)ii!iiii??l??ii!iii+?i)l
2.3 " '

.......... I ........... i

2.3 7 1

......... , ........... i

..................... i

......................

......................

..................... i

1.0 '7 !

.....................

1.°1 ...... 71
............ u-

.......... i ........... i

.......... i ......... I

. . _
1.0 [

l,t [ 11

.......1/........ iL

........:;I........;I

....... i/5"-[ ........ ii'[

I

.......... i ............

............ i .............

......... i ............ ,

.......... i ............

............ i ............

I

See footnote 1, p.. 39,

Angle of zero hft determined from linear lift curve approximating experimental

lift curve,

Slope of lift curve determined from linear lift curve approximating experimental

lift curve.

* Discontinuity present In tlm scale effect.

: Value of the drag that applies approximately over the entire useful range of lilt

ocefflcients.

s e,,.¢. Is taken about the aerodynamic center of the plain wing and is fairly eon-

stavtt at high lift coefficients.

C.o.d. is taken about the aerodynamic center of the wing with flap neutral and is

fairly constant at high lift coefficients.

1o Not N. A. C. A.



AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS AS AFFECTED BY VARIATIONS OF THE REYNOLDS NUMBER

TABLE II

AIRFOIL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS

41

N. A. C. A. airfoil Claxsiflcation

Chord _ SE _ C L

0012 .................................

{_}15 ............................

0018 .................................

2412 ................................

23012 .................................

23012-33 ................................

2R212 ...............................

4409 .................................. A

4412 .................................... A

4415 ................................... A

6412 ................................ A

6712 ................................. A

8318 ............................ A

0012 with split flap at _)o .......... A
23012 with split flap at 60 ° ................ ] A

23012 with split flap at 75 ° ................. / A
23015................................. q A
23015 with split flap at 75°...................
23021 ............................... AA

23021 with split flap at 75 ° ...................

43012 ................................... A

43012 with split flap at 75 ° ........... [

23012 with 23012 flap 3 ° up ............... A

23012 with 23012 flap set 30 ° ........... A
( ark Y w th lland ey Page sot io ........ B

A D0

Eo
C2

A D2 AA

A Be

A C3 AB

B4

c4 _

(?6
C2
E8 I)

CO A

I)2 A

I)2 A

D2 A

D2 A

E2 B

D4 A

A

A

........ A

D

R_o

(Millions)

8._

8.37

8.61

7.84

8._

8.16

8._

8.37

8.08

7.92

7. 92

8. 21

8.10

8. 45

8.11

8.18

8.10

8.37

8.21

8.21

8.13

8._

8.24

8.2i

8.14

8._

Fundamental section characteristics

ritual _tlo
(deg.)

----1._9 .... 0

1.60 0

1.66 0

1.53 0

1.72 2,0

1.72 1.2

1.49 1.2

1.el -,6

1.77 3.9

L74 4.0

1.72 4.0

1.82 5.9

2,05 7.3

1.59 7.2

2.35 3, I

248 4,3

2,54 5.6

1.73 1,1

2.70 6,2

1.50 1,2

2.74 6.5

1.84 2,3

2.65 7.3

1.68 _ --.9
2.46 --13.8

2._ 1 -4,3

no, per

degree

O97

O96

O96

O98

Clap I

I

• 14

[ 32
.22

• 37

• 35

.24

.i6--

-?6i

--:iX-
i 76

CdOmla g_ a,¢.

O. 00_4 0

• 0069 0

._ o
:o971 I o

--, 043

• O970 --, 008

• 0071 -, 010

• 0073 .005

. =3073 --, 688

-(_ -'(_--, 085

_0O91 --,133

.0115 --.199

• 0127 --, 132

? . 167 s --. 220

r. 166 s --. 236

? .20t _ --,22_

.0081 --,008

: . 198 s -- 245

• 0101 _--

r . 191 s --] 3005

.0079 019

:.200 _--.
.0060

o161
.0248 . -_

a. c. (percent I

¢ from c/4)

Ahead Above

1.0 I ,_ I

-_ J 3 I

1.2 I 4 I

1.7 [ 4 i

.b I 3 I

1.2 I "

tt i .5 I

1.0 l "

._ [ 2 I

._ I 2[

L0 I .

.9 I

1.2 I --2

1.5 I 2 i

fl J 3 I

1.2 I 7 I

1.2 I " '

1.1 I 6 I

1.1 I fl I

2.31 " '

2.3 I _ '

1.0 [ " '

1.0 I 7 [

._ t 8 I

.b I _i I

.......... J

I

I Type of chord. A refers to a chord defined as a line joining the extremities of the

m_n line.

Type of _ale effect on maximum lift.

a Type of lift-curve peak as shown in the sketches below:

4 Turbulence factor is 2.64.

Angle of zero lift determined from linear lift curve approximating experimental

lift curve•

Slope of lift curve determined froul linear lift curve approximating experimental

lift curve.

r Value of the drag that applies approximately over the entire useful range o! lift

coefficients.

B c_ .... is taken about _he aerodynamic center of the plain wing and is fairly con-

stant at high lift coefficients.

c=,._, is taken about the aerodynamic center of the wing with flap neutral (--3 °)

amt is fairly constant at high lift coefficients.

1_ Not N. A. C. A,








